General description
The SAB Small Business Space (formerly NEIS) will provide basic audio visual presentation facilities for classroom style delivery.

Interactivity and collaboration
Collaborative work will not necessarily be supported by the AV system as the size of the space encourages direct interaction between students and facilitator. Some of the strategies employed in larger rooms for fostering interactivity may also be enabled in this space.

Supported learning modes
Didactic / lecture Presentation
In didactic mode, students and facilitators will use basic AV presentation systems to deliver simple presentations.

Layout
AV presentation facilities will be provided to support basic classroom style delivery of presentations. Equipment will be installed at the lectern. Users will load DVDs, USB devices and other media directly to the cupboard-mounted PC.

Video display
The AV presentation system will consist of a single projection onto a nominated wall. Video will be provided in a wide aspect ratio, sized and specified primarily for the presentation of data. Users will have the capability to connect a laptop to the presentation display or to a dedicated PC.

Control
Control of the presentation system will be via a wall mounted keypad controller, at a location adjacent to the display. The presentation system will be controlled by the provided keyboard and mouse.

For more information contact your Academic Development Group.